Interchain Overlap Affects Formation of Silk Fibroin Secondary Structures on Hydrophobic Polystyrene Surface Detected via Achiral/Chiral Sum Frequency Generation.
Silk fibroin (SF) has been engineered in the biomedical applications on account of its structural robustness, biocompatibility, and biodegradability. However, in situ study is still lacking with respect to the formation of SF secondary structures at the interface. In this paper, by using methanol as an inducing agent, the formation of SF secondary structures at the polystyrene (PS)/SF solution interfaces was detected with achiral and chiral sum frequency generation (SFG) vibrational spectroscopy. SF solutions with two concentrations above and below the critical overlapping concentration ( C*) of SF (∼1.8 mg/mL) were chosen, namely, 90 and 1 mg/mL. We found that above C*, before adding methanol to the protein solution, no ordered SF secondary structures could be detected at the PS/SF solution interface; oppositely, after adding methanol to the protein solution, ordered SF secondary structure, for example, antiparallel β-sheet, could be formed at the PS/protein solution interface. Below C*, both before and after adding methanol to the SF solution, ordered SF secondary structure such as antiparallel β-sheet could be formed. Besides, the addition of methanol could induce the formation of an extended helical structure, verified by the achiral and chiral characteristic bands. Because C* represents a critical solution concentration above which the SF chains can interact with each other and below which the SF chains are isolated in the solution, this achiral/chiral SFG study emphasizes the importance of the chain-chain interaction or spatial confinement on the formation of the protein secondary structures, which provides an additional dimension for the future study of interfacial protein folding.